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Want to know how to make this tree? Read on... 

Harry Wadsworth 

Born  McKeesport, PA 

Teresita Yester Wadsworth 

Born  McKeesport, PA 

Margaret Wadsworth 

Tipps 

Born Whiteman, AFB 

Mo 

Stephen Tipps 

Born Hobbs, NM 

Teresita Wadsworth 

Born Tampa, Fl 

Teresita Tipps 
Paige 

Born San Antonio, 
Tx 

 

Patrick Tipps 
Born San Antonio, 

Tx 
 

 
Nolan Paige 

Born Big Spring, Tx 
 



How to make your family tree 

Skills you already know: 

 How to add a shape (Insert, Shape) 

 How to copy, paste, move a shape or textbox 

 How to add a glow or change shape color/fill (double click on 

shape and click on Shape Format or Picture tools) 

 How to add a textbox (Insert, Textbox) 

 How to type in a textbox (click in box) 

 How to add a picture from online-don’t forget to add “clip art” in 

your search field! (Insert, Online picture) 

 How to format a picture so you can move it and put it behind your 

boxes (double clip on picture, click on Picture and then click the 

arch or Picture format, then click Wrap Text) 

Now get started: 

 Type and Center the words My Family Tree 

 Insert a box shape and format as you want 

 Copy the box shape and paste for as many family members as 

you want to include (I changed the sizes of my boxes for 

different levels of my family. You may want to change box 

sizes and then copy each box) 

 Insert a text box, add text about your family.  Include as 

many members as you want. It’s your tree! 

 I included lines and brackets on my chart-they are shapes if 

you want to use lines and brackets. 

 Add a tree (or other picture) in the background when finish 

with family member boxes. 

 Resize the tree. 

 Format the tree to go behind your text. 

 Move the tree to where you want to place it. 



One last thing: I used the font called Mario Bros. Please ask parents 

before downloading the font to a computer at your house! I found the 

font at this URL: https://www.dafont.com/super-mario-bros.font 

 

https://www.dafont.com/super-mario-bros.font

